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Gloria Soh

Clemence is passionate about connecting people with 
coffee. Clemence first tried coffee long ago in a local shop 
but he hated that black, bitter liquid then. When he was 17 
years old, Clemence joined Starbucks. His side gig at 
Starbucks led him to become Head Barista at One Man 
Coffee, but all of his training experience was internal, never 
public-facing. The social cause drew Clemence to 
Bettr Barista because he was interested to be part of 
something meaningful. Becoming a trainer at Bettr Barista 
was Clemence’s coffee fix. As a very people-oriented 
person, he was energised by coffee’s magical ability to 
connect strangers. Clemence loves meeting new people in 
every class with whom he can share his coffee journey and 
motivate them to embark on the same adventure.

Clemence is a certified WDA ACTA Trainer and Assessor 
skilled in both andragogy & pedagogy. He is also an 
Authorised SCA Trainer (AST) in Barista Skills track. Together 
with the wealth of experience running a cafe, he is now able 
to concisely and effectively translate coffee making for 
someone who has no professional experience.

Gloria is a coffee geek with an ambition to become a coffee 
specialist! Gloria crossed over to coffee from being a tea 
lover. Her first experience with coffee was her father’s Kopi 
O Siew Dai. It was so bitter that it made her wonder why 
people would even drink coffee! An Ethiopian coffee with 
strong strawberry notes finally opened her mind to explore 
coffee. 

While hunting for a coffee course in 2011, Bettr Barista was 
her fan favorite, but she was still working with another 
company where she had the chance to train clients. 
Although, Gloria told herself she would never be a teacher, 
coffee redirected her career path towards becoming an 
Authorised SCA Trainer and the rest is history. Gloria’s 
espresso shots of wisdom to the coffee enthusiast: “You can 
choose to be serious for the long haul, or just do this for fun 
- but you can’t really have both. Keep tasting, keep learning, 
and keep exploring”.


